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Abstract
Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) have thus far had limited success in flying autonomously
indoors, with the exception of specially instrumented locations. In indoor environments,
accurate global positioning information is unavailable, and the vehicle has to rely on on-
board sensors to detect environmental features and infer its position. Given that a vehicle
small enough to fly indoors can only carry a limited sensor payload, the vehicle's ability
to localize itself varies across different environments, since different surroundings provide
varying degrees of sensor information. Therefore, a vehicle that plans a path without regard
to how well it can localize itself along that path runs the risk of becoming lost.
My research focuses on how path-planning can be performed to minimize localization
uncertainty, and works towards developing a motion-planning algorithm for a quadrotor he-
licopter. As a starting point, I apply the Belief Roadmap (BRM) algorithm, an information-
theoretic extension of the Probabilistic Roadmap algorithm, incorporating sensing during
the path-planning process. I make two theoretical contributions in this research. First, I
extend the original BRM to use non-linear state inference via the Unscented Kalman Fil-
ter, providing better approximation of the non-linearities of laser sensing onboard the UAV.
Second, I develop a sampling strategy for the BRM, minimizing the number of samples
required to find a good path. Finally, I demonstrate the BRM path-planning algorithm on a
quadrotor helicopter, navigating the vehicle autonomously in an indoor environment.
Thesis Supervisor: Nicholas Roy
Title: Assistant Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides a brief motivation for the research problem tackled in this thesis,
before making explicit the problem statement addressed and the hypothesis proposed in
this research. We then highlight the key contributions that were made in the thesis, and
finally conclude with a roadmap for the rest of this document.
1.1 Motivation
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are being used increasingly in both military and civilian
applications. Today, there is widespread application of these vehicles in outdoor environ-
ments, including military surveillance operations, agriculture crops monitoring, forest fire
watch, ocean and weather observation, as well as disaster relief coordination.
UAVs rely heavily on accurate knowledge of their position in a global environment for
effective execution of their tasks, be it control, path planning, obstacle avoidance and/or
path execution. In this regard, outdoor UAVs have leveraged off Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) infrastructure to obtain accurate estimates of their position in the world, and
unsurprisingly, the UAV community has also expended much efforts to improve the accu-
racy and availability of such systems in generic environments.
Unfortunately, the GPS system has not managed to be pervade our world completely;
important areas such as urban canyons and indoor environments, which do not have a wide
enough field-of-view of the clear sky, are still without GPS access. As such, autonomous
(a) SICK laser range-finder
(c) Hokuyo Laser range-finder
Figure 1-1: Different options for onboard sensors
UAVs have thus far been incapable of flying in these environments, even though there are
numerous applications for indoor autonomous UAVs. For example, during a search and
rescue operation, the dispatch of an autonomous UAV will not only enable a dangerous
rescue mission to be accomplished with minimal risk to first respondents, but will also
allow for the operation of these vehicles in small spaces that were previously inaccessible
to humans.
This is not to suggest that significant work has not been accomplished for achieving
localization using onboard sensors. Sonar sensors, laser range-finder sensors and camera
sensors have proven to be extremely successful for agents to recover information of their
immediate environments, in order to make inferences about their position relative to the
(b) Miniature Camera
world. For instance, the SICK laser range-finder sensor (Figure 1-1(a)) is now considered
commodity technology for most robotic platforms. Such sensors are now widely used
onboard indoor ground robots, enabling them to perform a wide range of tasks including
mapping, localization and path-planning.
Unfortunately, UAVs have thus far not had similar success in using these sensors. The
key limitation is the vehicle's payload; because we desire to operate in an often-cluttered
indoor environment such as an office environment, we not only have to rule out fixed-
wing aircrafts that require a non-trivial minimum horizontal velocity, but the helicopters
we seek to use also have an upper size limit of approximately 70cm in diameter. Together,
these constraints severely limit the payload that these vehicles can carry. For example, the
SICK laser range finder weighs approximately 4.5kg, making it impossible for it to be used
onboard an indoor helicopter platform. In addition, due to noise constraints, the indoor
environment limits us to electric-powered vehicles, whose batteries further reduce both the
sensing payload capability and power capacity. In sum, a UAV that is small enough to
fly through an indoor or populated urban environment safely can only carry a very limited
sensor payload.
A second reason why we have not yet witnessed the widespread use of indoor UAVs is
the need for consistent, active control of the vehicle just to keep it hovering in one position.
In direct contrast to ground robots, which in general will remain stationary if no control
is given, UAVs will not self-stabilize without active control feedback. Together with the
bandwidth of the communication protocols and computational speed of the computer pro-
cessors, this requirement places additional constraints on both the types of sensors that can
be used, as well as the maximum computational complexity afforded to our algorithms. For
example, although miniature cameras (Figure 1-1(b)) are lightweight, the post-processing
required is often too computationally intensive for active control of the vehicle in an indoor
environment.'
These constraints therefore limit the type of sensors that can be carried onboard the
helicopter. Thankfully, the UAVs can still carry some sensing capability; they just cannot
'We recognize that Christopher Kemp [1] has successfully accomplished hovering of a quadrotor heli-
copter using a miniature camera, although significant issues remain.
carry sensors that enable them to either localize everywhere or do so with low uncertainty.
In our problem, for instance, the Hokuyo laser range finder (Figure 1.1(c)) weighs signif-
icantly less than the SICK laser range finder, but suffers the tradeoff of a shorter range, a
smaller field-of-view, and a lower update rate.
These sensor limitations imply that if we do not take the sensor model into account
when planning a trajectory path for the vehicle, there is a very high probability that the
vehicle would get lost easily and would not reach its desired end goal. If the UAV finds
itself in the middle of wide, open space, for example, the returns from its localization
sensors do not provide any meaningful information of its position in the world. Due to the
noise inherent in UAV control, by the time the UAV obtains a meaningful measurement
from its sensors, the UAV's uncertainty of its pose may make it impossible for it to re-
localize accurately.
However, if we instead explicitly model the type of sensors that we are using for online
localization of the vehicle, we can make better predictions of the likelihood that the vehicle
will be able to execute the planned trajectory successfully. By using the model of our
sensors to incorporate expected measurements that the UAV will obtain when it executes a
particular path, we can more accurately evaluate the value of each of these individual paths,
and hence plan trajectories for the UAV that are robust to the inherent sensor limitations on
the vehicle.
1.2 Project Overview
In this research, we sought to develop path-planning algorithms to achieve autonomous
indoor navigation for our quadrotor helicopter, developed by Ascent Technology [2], and
shown in Figure 1.2. The vehicle is outfitted with a Hokuyo laser rangefinder sensor (Fig-
ure 1.1), which is capable of estimating position, heading, and altitude information from
environmental features that exist within a 2400 field-of-view and fall within a 4m radius [3]
from the helicopter. The laser sensor returns 769 range scans at 10Hz, and these readings
can then be re-projected into state space for visualization, as shown in Figure 1.2.
To date, robust and scalable methods that incorporate uncertainty into the planning
Figure 1-2: Our Quadrotor Helicopter
process is still an area of open research. As a starting point, we begin with the Belief
Roadmap (BRM) Algorithm [4], an information theoretic extension of the popular Prob-
abilistic Roadmap Algorithm (PRM) [5]. The Belief Roadmap Algorithm is a novel and
efficient approach for planning in belief space, utilizing the linear-Gaussian assumption to
incorporate uncertainty into planning. By planning in the space of robot beliefs, the op-
timal sequences of actions can be chosen based on the expected uncertainty of executing
different sets of actions.
The BRM algorithm uses the symplectic form of the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
to find the path for the agent that minimizes its expected cost. The EKF is a very popular
variation of the Kalman Filter, performing a linearization around the mean estimate in order
to provide an estimate when non-linear transition and observation functions are involved.
However, the Extended Kalman Filter breaks down in highly non-linear situations, because
simply linearizing the control or measurement functions leads to a poor approximation.
For instance, in our problem, the measurement vector is made up of the 769 laser range
measurements that are returned with laser range scan. An EKF implementation would as-
sume that each of the values is a separate, independent measurement, even though in reality,
many of these laser returns could constitute the same obstacle in a particular environment.
To overcome the independence assumption, EKF localization would require high-level fea-
tures such as walls and corners to be extracted for the computation of both the expected
Figure 1-3: Sample return laser scan
measurement vector and its gradient. Unfortunately, since we desire to use the algorithm
in any generic environment, not simply those with nice, well-defined features, the feature
extraction process can become difficult. Instead, we propose using an alternative data fu-
sion algorithm, the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [6], which is able to provide a better
approximation of the non-linearities in the system.
In addition, because the BRM incorporates uncertainty during the planning process
by generating the expected laser measurements along each possible path from the start to
the end goal, the computational complexity of the algorithm is significant. The algorithm
can therefore be made a lot efficient if we minimize the size of the graph while ensuring
that the optimal path is still contained in the graph. In this regard, we observe that the
BRM is similar to the PRM in that it uses a sampling-based strategy for representing the
collision-free positions in a given map, and that the original BRM algorithm samples the
configuration space uniformly and tests if the sample is in the collision-free subset of the
map. While this adequately represents the free space Cf,ee in the map, many of the samples
in reality do not lie on the optimal path for the UAV, if we are concerned with minimizing
the uncertainty of the UAV's position. In this work, we therefore propose a sampling
strategy that takes into account the expected reduction in uncertainty from sensing at each
of the samples, and uses this metric to decide whether to include a sample in the graph.
1.3 Problem Statement
More formally, we seek to develop a motion planning algorithm that enables us to execute
autonomous control of a quadrotor helicopter in a three-dimensional, GPS-denied indoor
environment. The following is known about the environment:
* A three-dimensional map of the environment, known to accuracy of 10cm
* Onboard Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), transmitting translational acceleration
and rotational velocity data at 20Hz
* Hokuyo laser-rangefinder sensor, with 4m effective range, returning laser scans of
240o in a plane at 10hz
Because the global state of the vehicle in the environment is not known, we have to infer
where the vehicle is in the global environment based solely on the local sensor information
that is returned from the vehicle.
1.4 Hypothesis
It is possible to develop path-planning algorithms for a quadrotor helicopter with only
limited local sensors, such as a Hokuyo laser range-finder, that minimizes the likelihood
that the vehicle will get lost during path execution.
From the theoretical standpoint, we hypothesize that the Belief Roadmap Algorithm
can be extended to applications where both the localization sensors that are being used, as
well as the vehicle motion, contain high non-linearities in their measurement and process
models respectively.
In addition, we hypothesize that we can reduce the computational complexity of the
BRM algorithm significantly if we discriminate in our choice of pose samples that are used
to create the BRM search graph.
1.5 Contributions
Three key contributions were made in this thesis:
1. We extended the Belief Roadmap Algorithm to use the Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF) for position tracking, thereby providing more accurate approximations of the
non-linearities that exist in UAV motion and laser sensing
2. We propose a sampling strategy for the Belief Roadmap Algorithm, which we call
the "Sensor Uncertainty Sampling" strategy, that is based on the expected informa-
tion gain of different positions in a given map. We show that this strategy performs
favorably compared to other sampling strategies in the literature
3. Finally, as a proof of concept, we test the above algorithms onboard the quadrotor
helicopter and demonstrate its ability to navigate autonomously in a GPS-denied
indoor environment.
The majority of the research reported in this thesis is also contained in [7], which has been
accepted for presentation at the 2008 International Conference of Robots and Automation,
to be held in Pasedena, CA, May 19-23, 2008.
1.6 Roadmap
The rest of the thesis describes the above three contributions in greater detail, providing
the necessary background and experimental results. Chapter 2 first provides a detailed
description of the original Belief Roadmap Algorithm, which is a new approach to belief
space planning that incorporates uncertainty in the planning process.
Chapters 3 and 4 present the theoretical contributions of this research. Chapter 3 first
shows how the BRM algorithm can be extended to use the Unscented Kalman Filter local-
ization technique for state estimation, thereby enabling us to implement the BRM algorithm
on our laser-equipped quadrotor helicopter, and also producing a better state estimate of the
vehicle's position. Chapter 4 then focuses on reducing the computational complexity of the
BRM algorithm by proposing a new sampling strategy, the "Sensor Uncertainty" sampling
strategy, for representing the collision-free space of the map. We also compare our pro-
posed sampling strategy with alternative sampling strategies to highlight the performance
improvements that we can achieve.
Chapter 5 describes the details of implementing our algorithm onboard our quadrotor
helicopter, as well as provides experimental results for experiments that were conducted
onboard the helicopter.
Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the thesis and suggests future work for further research.

Chapter 2
The Belief Roadmap Algorithm:
Planning in Information Space
In this chapter, we lay the foundations for subsequent appreciation of the contributions
made in the research. In particular, we present the Belief Roadmap Algorithm (BRM), a
recent algorithm proposed by Samuel Prentice and Nicholas Roy [4] that addresses the
problem of trajectory planning when the full state of the vehicle is unknown. We provide a
brief motivation for the algorithm, describe some of the underlying algorithms that are used
in the BRM, and finally discuss some of the limitations in the algorithm that we attempt to
address in subsequent chapters.
2.1 Introduction
Path-planning is one of the fundamental problems in robotics, seeking to find the mini-
mum cost path for an agent from a start to end goal. Indeed, a wide variety of algorithms
have been proposed by the research community. Very broadly speaking, the algorithms
can be sub-divided into map decomposition techniques (Probabilistic Roadmap Algorithm,
Voronoi diagrams, Cell decomposition, etc.), graph search techniques (Breadth-first search,
Depth-first search, A* search), and those that attempt to do both simultaneously (Mixed In-
teger Linear Programming).
However, these algorithms assume that the full state of the agent is known. For a robot
maneuvering in a given environment, this implies that at every instant in time, the robot has
accurate knowledge of its pose in the world, such as its global coordinates in a map. Yet, in
real-world applications, such information is often unavailable. For example, in an indoor
environment, the absence of accurate GPS data prevents the robot from directly obtaining
information of its location in the world. Instead, the agent has to use whatever information
it can obtain, such as through the use of other local sensors, to maintain an estimate, also
known as a belief state [8], of its position in the environment, along with some uncertainty
of the accuracy of that estimate, relative to its true position in the world.
Taking the uncertainty of the agent's estimate is important for path-planning. In par-
ticular, incorporating this knowledge of uncertainty into the planning process can lead to
increased robustness of an autonomous robot, thereby improving the overall performance
of the system. Unfortunately, most of the algorithms that currently exist have been un-
able to account for this uncertainty in a manner that is both computationally scalable and
does not require the discretization of the belief space. Although considerable progress
has been made in algorithms such as the partially observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP) [8], planning optimally in the face of uncertainty has not been as successful
when attempting to address large real-world problems.
In light of the existing state of the research, the BRM presents an attractive method
for planning in belief space that enables the efficient computation of both the reachable
belief space and the path that has the minimum expected cost. Inspired by the Probabilistic
Roadmap Algorithm (PRM) and the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), the BRM demon-
strates how the set of reachable belief states can be constructed in a way that allows for
efficient repeated querying. This enables path searches to be found in a time that only
grows linearly with the number of edges in the graph, thereby leading to greatly improved
planning computation times.
2.2 Problem Formulation
Let us first formally state the problem that the BRM is attempting to solve. The traditional
path-planning problem involves finding the minimium-cost collision-free path from a start
state so to a goal state s., given a map .M of the environment. In this traditional setup, the
objective cost function that is being minimized is
T
J(so, uo, ...ST, UT) = C(st, ut) (2.1)
t=O
where J(...) refers to the cost of a particular path, and C(st, ut) is the cost of executing
control ut at state st at time t, and is often approximated by the distance travelled at each
time step.
In contrast to the traditional path-planning problem, however, the belief space equiva-
lent of the path-planning problem assumes that the state, st, of the agent at time t is not fully
known. Instead, the agent's only knowledge about its interaction with the environment is
that it receives a series of observations zl:t after taking a series of actions ul:t. Given this
information, the best that the agent can do is to maintain a probability of its current state,
bel(st) = p(stlul:t, zl:t), given the set of actions and observations. This belief state there-
fore represents the posterior probability over the state variables in the environment, after
being conditioned on the available data.
In this planning problem, the task is therefore to find the minimum-cost, collision-free
path through belief space starting from an initial belo and ending at the posterior belief
distribution bel, that is within the goal subspace of the map, bel, E G. Here, the cost
objective function J is given by
J(belo, uo, ...belT, UT) = D(belT) (2.2)
where J(...) refers to the cost associated with a particular path, and D(belt) is the cost
associated with the resulting uncertainty of the goal belief belT.
2.3 Background Algorithms
2.3.1 Probabilistic Roadmap Algorithm
We begin by describing the two algorithms, one each in the path-planning and localiza-
tion domains, that form the basis of the BRM algorithm. We first present a popular path-
planning technique for high-dimensional fully-observable environments, the Probabilistic
Roadmap Algorithm [5]. The PRM performs efficient path-planning by creating a graph of
potential trajectories through the free space of an environment, before performing a trajec-
tory search through the graph to find the best path between a given start and goal location.
The PRM algorithm can therefore be broken down into two main steps: a pre-processing
phase and a query phase. In the pre-processing phase, the PRM builds a graph of the possi-
ble trajectories that the agent can accomplish by probabilistically sampling the configura-
tion space [9]. Configuration space refers to the space of possible positions that a physical
system can attain, and in the context of our problem, is made up of all collision-free poses,
Cfree, as well as those that will result in a collision with obstacles in the map, Cobs, i.e.
C - Cfree U Cobs. Each sample is then tested to determine if it lies in Cfree or Cobs, and those
that belong to Cfree are added as nodes in a graph. After a desired number of samples have
been added, the edges between pairs of nodes are tested for feasibility and stored in the
graph if the entire edge can be traversed without collision with the obstacles in the map. In
this way, a high-dimensional space can be efficiently represented as a discrete graph, con-
taining information of which nodes in the graph can be directly traversed from a particular
sample node.
In the query phase, the algorithm attempts to find a feasible, collision-free path from
the start so to the goal s9. It first links so and s, to their nearest nodes in the graph, and
then uses a standard graph search algorithm, such as the A* search algorithm, to find the
minimum-cost path in the trajectory graph that connects the start and goal nodes. The set
of edges connecting the path is then used by the agent to navigate from the start point to
the end goal with a simple controller.
The PRM algorithm has been widely used within the research community for a wide-
range of path-planning tasks [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], and many variants of the algorithm
have been developed [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. However, the algorithm assumes that the agent
has accurate information of its full state at every instant in time, and can therefore accu-
rately execute the trajectory path that has been planned. If, however, the agent has a poor
estimate of its state, it may not be able to ascertain when it has reached a node in the
graph, and therefore be unsure of when to follow a different edge. The PRM algorithm
may therefore break down when there is uncertainty in the agent's state.
2.3.2 Bayes Filter
This inherent limitation in the PRM algorithm motivates us to turn our attention to the group
of algorithms that can compensate for the lack of direct information about the agent's state,
by attempting to estimate the agent's state from sensor data. In general, inferences can be
made about the agent's state given the partial information that the sensors provide, after
filtering out the inherent noise in the sensor measurements.
In this regard, the Bayes filter [22] represents the most general method for calculating
the belief distribution bel(st) from a given set of actions and observations. It consists
of both a process update and a measurement update, which are repeated sequentially to
maintain the belief state at every instant in time. Algorithm 1 presents the theoretical
equations that together make up the Bayes filter.
Algorithm 1 The Bayes Filter algorithm
Require: Previous belief state bel(st_1), action ut, observation zt
1: for all st do
2: bel(st) = f p(stlut, st_l)bel(st_1)dst_1
3: bel(st) = rlp(ztlst)bel(st)
4: end for
5: return bel(st)
In each iteration, the algorithm first makes a prediction of the agent's probability dis-
tribution after taking a control action ut. As shown in step 2, the predicted belief bel(st)
is obtained by integrating the product of two distributions: the prior belief bel(st_-), and
the probability that the control ut induces a transition from st_1 to st. In the second step,
the measurement update, the observation zt is incorporated as shown in Line 3. The al-
gorithm multiplies the belief bel(st) by the probability that the measurement zt has been
observed, and does so for each possible posterior state st. The probability distribution is
then normalized, returning the new belief bel(st) after incorporating the latest recorded ac-
tion and observation. These two steps are then repeated sequentially for each additional set
of control and measurement information.
2.3.3 Extended Kalman Filter
Unfortunately, the Bayes filter equation is not a practical algorithm if used on its own, be-
cause it cannot be implemented on a digital computer. Instead, approximations are made
to represent the probability distributions of the belief state. Here, the Kalman filter family
of algorithms have proven to be a popular set of techniques for implementing the Bayes
filter. The Kalman filter [23] is a form of Bayes filtering that assumes that 1) all probabil-
ity distributions are Gaussian, and 2) the transition and observation functions are linearly
parameterized by the state and control variables, in addition to some Gaussian noise.
However, in many real-world applications, the Kalman filter assumptions that the ob-
servations are linear functions of the state and that the state transition function is a linear
function of the state and control variables often break down. For example, a simple robot
making translational and rotational actions cannot be described by linear state transitions.
Plain Kalman filters are therefore inapplicable to many robotics problems.
In light of these fundamental limitations of the pure Kalman filter, the Extended Kalman
filter (EKF) algorithm was developed. The EKF allows the same inference algorithm to
operate with non-linear transition and observation functions by linearizing these functions
around the current mean estimate. More formally, the state st and observation zt are given
by the following functions,
st = g(st-1, ut, wt), wt '~ N(O, Wt), (2.3)
and zt = h(st, qt), qt ~ N(O, Qt), (2.4)
Here, Ut refers to the control action, and wt and qt are random, unobservable noise
variables. g and h represent the non-linear control and measurement models respectively.
In the EKF, the agent's belief state is represented by a Gaussian distribution, parameter-
Algorithm 2 The Extended Kalman Filter algorithm
Require: Previous belief state at-1, Et-1, action ut, observation zt
1: 7t = g(ut, At-1)
2: Et = GtEt-iG T + Rt
3: Kt = EtHy(HtHtT + Qt)-1
4: •~t = + K,(zt - h(-E))
5: Et = (I -KH,)Et
6: return bel(pt, Et)
ized by a mean estimate, At, and a covariance matrix, Et, which represents the associated
uncertainty. Using the Bayes filter framework, the EKF computes the state distribution at
time t in two steps: a process step that is based based only on the control input ut and the
belief state in the previous time step, (pt, Et), as well as a measurement step that incorpo-
rates measurement zt to obtain the new belief estimate.
The process step is calculated as follows:
-t = g(Pt-1, us), (2.5)
Et = GtEt-,G T + VtWtVtT, (2.6)
where Gt is the Jacobian of g with respect to x and Vt is the Jacobian of g with re-
spect to w. For convenience, we denote Rt A VtWtVtT.The result is the predicted be-
lief state, represented by the predicted mean estimate At and predicted covariance Et.
Similarly, the measurement step is calculated using:
pt = jt- + Kt(Ht,-f - zt), (2.7)
Et = (I - KtHt)Es, (2.8)
K, = EH T (HestH[ + Qt)1  (2.9)
where Ht is the Jacobian of h with respect to s and Kt is known as the Kalman gain, which
represents the mapping of the measurements zt from measurement space to state space
that will yield the Minimum Mean-Square Error (MMSE) estimate. The EKF algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 2.
An alternate form of the EKF is the Extended Information Filter, which represents the
EKF covariance by its inverse, the information matrix [24]. Hence, instead of the EKF
covariance matrix update equations (2.6) and (2.8), the information matrix updates can be
written as
- - T 1-1Qt = E1 = (GE-1GT + R) 1  (2.10)
Qt = Q• + H Qt1 Ht. (2.11)
For convenience, we denote AMt H, Qt Ht, such that 2t = Q-t + Mr. Mt therefore
represents the information gained by incorporating the measurements into the probability
distribution. In the information form, the distribution p(st ul:t, zi:t) can instead be repre-
sented by the information vector ýt and the information matrix t = ,E1. It has been
shown that the EIF is a more efficient update method in domains where the information
matrix is sparse.
2.4 Belief Roadmap Algorithm
Thus far in this chapter, we have described the two underlying algorithms that provide
inspiration for the BRM algorithm. Recall from Section (2.3.1) that the PRM algorithm
allows for efficient path-planning when the full state of the agent is known at every instant
in time. However, when only incomplete information of the agent's state is available, as
discussed in the problem formulation of Section (2.2), planning must instead be carried out
in belief space. Belief space planning allows for decisions to be made not just based on
the best mean estimate of the agent's state, but instead can be based on additional statistics
that describe the full probability distribution of the agent's state. For instance, if we adopt
the EKF form to represent our belief state, the probability distribution of our agent at every
instant in time can be represented by a mean estimate, pt, and a covariance matrix, Et. In
particular, if we could incorporate both the mean and covariance into our planning process,
we can generate plans that take into account the associated expected uncertainty of the
agent's state as it traverses through the path, and ignore those paths that result in states with
a large uncertainty.
In the original BRM algorithm, the primary goal, as described in section (2.2), is for
an agent with incomplete information of its state to successfully navigate from a given
start position to a desired goal location. This is in contrast to traditional path-planners,
which focus on searching for collision-free paths that minimize the cost of reaching the
goal location. However, such a performance breaks down in belief space, since every belief
at every instant in time has some probability that it is at the goal state. Hence, a different
objective function was chosen for belief space planning, seeking instead to find a path that
maximizes the probability of being at the goal state.
If we wanted to extend the PRM algorithm to belief space, one naive method of do-
ing this would be to sample directly from the large space encompassed by all possible
combinations of (ip, E), and test the edges created by each pair of samples (beli, belj) for
feasibility, so as to create a discrete representation of the belief space. Once the graph has
been constructed, a search through the graph could then reveal the best path for the agent.
Unfortunately, it has been shown in [4] that the likelihood of actually sampling any be-
liefs in the large belief space that is actually reachable by the initial belief (bo = (P0o, o)) is
zero. This is because the control problem is actually underactuated, and only a small subset
of the entire belief space is actually realizable. Furthermore, the covariance of the agent's
motion is often a highly non-linear function of its existing state, actions and observations,
and hence the reachable subset of the belief space cannot be easily partitioned from the rest
of the belief space.
Instead, the BRM algorithm uses the EKF representation that parameterizes the belief
state into two components, gt and Et. Under some mild assumptions of unbiased motion
and sensor models, it can be made equivalent to st in the fully observable path-planning
problem, and thus the reachability of p is only dependent on constraints in the vehicle
dynamics and obstacles in the map environment. Having computed the reachable subset of
[L, I feas, we can then compute the associated reachable set of covariance matrices. Given
an initial mean estimate and covariance (gao, Eo) and the reachable set of mean estimates
I feas, the corresponding covariances can be predicted by propagating the initial covariance
Eo along any path that connects the initial mean estimate [o0 to the particular mean estimate
by using the EKF update equations (2.5) - (2.8), as well as the known motion and sensing
models.
Therefore, to construct a graph of the reachable belief space, the planner would first
sample a set of mean poses {pi } from Cfree using the standard pose sampling of the PRM
algorithm, and place an edge eij between pairs (pi, jj) if the straight line between the
two poses is collision-free. This creates a graph that initially looks identical to a graph
that would have been generated by using the PRM algorithm. The graph is then used to
search for a path from start estimate [Lo to desired goal pg, but for each node, the associated
posterior covariance, rather than the standard cost-to-go, is computed and stored.
Unfortunately, the significant reduction in the size of the graph's state-space is still
insufficient for making the process of planning under uncertainty a tractable problem, es-
pecially in high dimensional spaces. First, unlike the simple calculation of the cost-to-go
value in a deterministic PRM algorithm, the calculation of the posterior covariance at the
end of each edge requires multiple EKF updates along each edge eij, and is dependent
on the length of each edge. While this operation is a constant multiplier of the asymp-
totic search complexity, a significant additional computation cost is nevertheless incurred
to calculate the posterior covariance of an edge, given a prior covariance.
More importantly, performing the graph construction in this manner prevents us from
making the graph building process a one-time operation. Had this been the case, we would
have been able to get away with the large computation cost of performing the multiple EKF
updates, since we can perform this in an offline fashion and retain the online efficiency.
Instead, even with a fixed start point, there are multiple paths that will be explored to get to
node i, implying that there will be a variety of prior covariances for edge eij. These prior
covariances will have to be propagated separately through edge eij, because the posterior
covariance is not a linear function of the prior covariance, and it becomes computationally
intractable to try and propagate all the possibilities offline. In addition, we would also like
to be able to perform successive trajectory searches without having to recompute the entire
graph each time we start from a different start node.
Ideally, we would therefore like to represent the covariance propagation in a form sim-
ilar to the cost-to-go function in the traditional PRM. This would allow us to find the cost
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Figure 2-1: Illustration of the Belief Roadmap one-step process. In step 1, the graph of
mean poses is constructed, and mutually visible nodes are connected with edges. In step 2,
the posterior covariance is calculated through a series of process and measurement updates.
In step 3, the one-step covariance transfer function is calculated from the individual multi-
step updates.
of a candidate path without having to tediously propagate an initial covariance through ev-
ery individual EKF update, thereby allowing us to compare the costs of alternative paths.
Furthermore, once the graph has been built, it can then be used successively for quick
replanning.
2.4.1 Belief Updating as a one-step operation
The BRM algorithm does just that by using an alternate representation of the covariance,
allowing multiple EKF updates to be compiled into a single linear transfer function. Given
an initial covariance at one end i of an edge eij, the posterior covariance at j can be found
by simply performing a few simple matrix operations. Thus, by pre-computing the trans-
fer function for each edge, the search complexity for planning in belief space becomes
comparable to traditional configuration space planning.
Figure 2-1 provides a pictorial representation of the general BRM process. In the first
step, the PRM-like graph is computed by sampling the configuration space to create a
graph of mean poses, and poses that are mutually visible are connected with nodes. After
the graph has been constructed, the second step simulates the series of process and mea-
surement updates that the agent is expected to experience when it moves along an edge,
and a transfer function is built for each pair of process and measurement updates. Finally,
in step three, the individual pairs of updates are compiled into a single one-step covariance
transfer function, returning a transfer function for each edge in the graph.
We now describe the alternative representation of the covariance that enables us to
perform the one-step update. It has been shown previously in [4] that for a Kalman filter-
based state estimator, such as the EKF and the UKF, the covariance, E, can be factored as
E = BC - 1, where the separate process and measurement updates in a Kalman-filter based
technique enables Bt and Ct to be written as linear functions of Bt- 1 and Ct-1. Thus, even
though the posterior covariance of an edge is not a linear function of the prior covariance,
the factorized form can be represented as such.
In particular, given an initial prior covariance, Et- 1, the EKF process update (Eqn. 2.6),
previously described in Algorithm 2, can be represented as
E1 = Bt 1C 1  (2.12)
* Gt = GtB- 1CSt1 T+ Rt (2.13)
= (GtBt- 1)(G TCt-_1)-1 + Rt (2.14)
= (2.15)
where Dt GT Ct_-1 and Et = GtBt_1 + Rt(GtTCt_1) and Equation 2.15 follows from
a matrix inversion lemma, shown in [25].
The covariance update in the information form (Eqn. 2.11) can similarly be factored as
Et = (E + H Qt 'HT )' (2.16)
= (DtE-' + Me)- ' (2.17)
And using the same matrix inversion lemma,
= Et(Dt + MtE,)-1  (2.18)
=> t = BtCt- ,  (2.19)
where Bt = Et = GtBt-1 + Rt(GtTCt-1) and Ct = (Dr + MtEt) = G-TCt-1 +
MtGtBt-1 + Rt(G -TCt-1).
In both cases, Bt and Ct are linear functions of Bt-1 and Ct-1. Collecting the above
terms, we can write the complete step of a single EKF update linearly, such that
t = = (2.20)
C I G RG -T C
t t L - t L C t-1
where It is the stacked block matrix [c]t consisting of the covariance factors and t =
[ I ]t [a RG-T] t is the one-step transfer function for the covariance factors, and is a linear
combination of Gt, Rt and Mt.
All the elements in C are directly controllable, except for Mr. Recall that in the EKF, Gt
refers to the Jacobian of the control model, Rt is the associated process noise, and thus both
matrices can be determined based on prior knowledge of the agent's model. On the other
hand, Mt HQt 'Ht represents the total amount of information that the measurement
provides at time t, and is a function of the Jacobian of the measurement model, Ht, and
the associated measurement noise, Qt (which is usually held constant). The measurement
Jacobian Ht is dependent on the sensor model and the particular map environment, and
therefore the accuracy of the EKF approximation assumes that the measurement function
is locally linear. However, in situations when the EKF algorithm is used, the locally linear
measurement model is implicitly assumed, and hence we can assume that Mt is constant
and known a priori.
Thus, all the terms required in the transfer function are known, and we can pre-compute
the transfer function of each EKF update along a particular trajectory. Furthermore, be-
cause the update is a linear function of the covariance factors in the previous timestep, we
can combine multiple (t matrices into a single, one-step update for the covariance propa-
Algorithm 3 The Belief Roadmap (BRM) algorithm.
Require: Start belief (Po, Eo), goal ggoal and map C
1: Sample poses {pi } from Cfree to build belief graph node set {ni} such that ni = {,l =
m·i, E= 0}
2: Create edge set {eij} between nodes (ni, nj) if the straight-line path between
(ni[[p], nj [p]) is collision-free
3: Build one-step transfer functions { fj } V e ij {eij }
4: Augment node structure with best path p-0, such that ni={1p, E, p}
5: Create search queue with initial position and covariance Q +- no = {po, Eo, 0}
6: while Q is not empty do
7: Pop n +- Q
8: if n = ngoa then
9: Continue
10: end if
11: for all n' such that 3e,,n, and not n' : n[p] do
12: Compute one-step update XI' = n,, -4, where P = [np]
13: 
- 1-1
14: if tr(E') < tr(n'[E]) then
15: n' +- {n'[pl], E', n[p] U {n'}}




20: return ngoal [P]
gation. Therefore, for each edge e2j in the BRM graph, we can pre-compute the transfer
function Ct for each update along a single edge using the relevant Jacobians, and by multi-
plying all of them together, return a single transfer function (ij that will propagate an initial
covariance (in factored form) along the length of an edge in a single matrix multiplication.
The BRM graph that is computed off-line is therefore made up of a series of mean poses
si, sj, edges eij linking visible poses, and the associated transfer function (ij of each edge.
Using this BRM graph, the expected posterior covariance from a given path trajectory and
initial covariance can then be easily computed by first multiplying, in sequential order, all
the transfer functions 0i associated with the edges that make up the path, thereby creating
a single transfer function I:T, before recovering the posterior covariance by multiplying
the initial covariance with the transfer function, and then performing the un-factorization.
Algorithm 3 describes the complete Belief Roadmap algorithm, which requires search-
ing for the path from start so to goal s9 that results in the smallest possible uncertainty of the
agent's position at the goal. Steps 1 and 2 represent the creation of the graph that represents
the Cfree space of the map. Step 3 contains the pre-processing phase where each edge is
labeled with the transfer function 'ij, allowing any covariance to be propagated in a single
step. Step 6-19 then performs the search process to find the path with the smallest covari-
ance. Starting from the initial start node, nodes that are linked by edges are expanded and
the posterior covariances computed. Using the trace of the covariance matrix as a measure
of the associated uncertainty, a node is only re-expanded if the trace of the new covariance
is smaller than the covariance that had already been associated with the node in previous
paths. This is repeated until all useful nodes have been expanded, and the queue of nodes
becomes empty.
2.5 Conclusion and BRM Limitations
In this chapter, we have formulated the general problem of planning in belief space, and
presented the original Belief Roadmap algorithm, first presented in [4]. It presents an
effective solution to the motion planning problem in belief space, and hence provides the
theoretical basis for the rest of the research presented in this thesis. Nevertheless, this
new technique has opened up new areas of research, and a number of limitations with the
original algorithm can be immediately identified:
1. The algorithm leverages the Extended Kalman Filter as the filtering technique for lo-
calization. While the EKF has become immensely popular amongst the robotics and
signal processing communities, the BRM implicitly assumes that the linearization
of the measurement and control models is a reasonable assumption to make. This
is valid when the measurement model does not yield large deviations in potential
measurement information in a local region, and when the belief uncertainty is small
enough that the mean predictions will similarly not deviate much. However, if there
is actually a large uncertainty in the vehicle's state, or if the measurement model is
highly non-linear, then the linearization assumption actually breaks down, resulting
in the BRM not accurately accounting for the uncertainty associated with a path.
2. Being an extension of the PRM algorithm, the BRM algorithm is a sampling-based
algorithm, and in the existing formulation, the uniform sampling strategy is used.
However, the uniform sampling strategy is a naive sampling technique that does not
take into account additional information available in a given map, such as likelihood
of successful localization and other sensor information etc. A sampling technique
that biases the search towards regions with more information will likely lead to the
creation of trajectories with lower goal uncertainty in a more efficient manner.
3. The algorithm employs a breadth-first search strategy to iterate through all the pos-
sible paths from start so to goal s,. Unfortunately, in the current implementation,
more efficient search techniques, such as the A* search algorithm, cannot be used
because admissible heuristics have not been found. Unlike traditional configuration
space techniques that employ the straight line distance between a node and the goal
as an admissible heuristic, the transfer functions cannot be used as a direct measure
of the quality of an edge. The development of admissible heuristics will therefore
lead to a significant reduction in search time.
4. Finally, the existing BRM algorithm adopts the expected posterior covariance of the
agent at the goal s., after executing a particular trajectory, to ascertain the perfor-
mance of the path. This unfortunately fails to take into account other metrics that
are equally critical to the agent's performance, including the uncertainty along the
path (intermediate covariance), the likelihood of colliding with an obstacle during
the path (overlap of obstacles and covariance along the path) and the energy cost of
navigating the path (path distance and control actions). Some combination of these
cost metrics will lead to more robust performance for autonomous navigation and
control.
Some of the limitations described above become critical if we return to our motivating
problem of trying to achieve autonomous path-planning and control of a quadrotor heli-
copter, equipped with a 4m laser range-finder sensor, in a GPS-denied indoor environment.
We therefore seek to extend the BRM algorithm in the rest of the thesis. In particular,
we address the first two limitations described above in the subsequent two chapters - ex-
tending the BRM to apply the Unscented Kalman Filter in Chapter 3, and introducing a
information-based sampling strategy in Chapter 4.

Chapter 3
Extending BRM to UKF
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we presented the BRM algorithm as a solution to the path-planning problem
in belief space, where the uncertainty of an agent's state needs to be taken into account
when performing the trajectory planning. Unfortunately, we encounter difficulties when
trying to directly apply this algorithm to our motivating problem, which is to enable a
quadrotor helicopter, equipped only with a 4m laser range-finder sensor and an IMU, to fly
autonomously in an indoor, GPS-denied environment. The original BRM algorithm was
verified with experiments using Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) sensors, each of which returns
a single range measurement of where the agent is relative to the sensor. Because each
of these measurements are independent with respect to all other measurements, the UWB
sensor model can be linearized for use in the EKF, returning the measurement Jacobian H.
Unfortunately, the EKF is not always a feasible form of Bayesian filtering, and this
becomes apparent when we consider the problem in the context of our laser range-finder
sensor. Given an agent's pose, each individual laser range reading (approx. 750) in a
single range scan can be projected into a grid world to represent the obstacles that the laser
sensor detects. However, such a grid map representation contains a strong independence
assumption about each grid cell, assuming that the measurements of neighboring grid cells
are uncorrelated. This is in spite of the fact that in reality, adjacent grid cells can actually
be highly correlated, resulting in the breakdown of the EKF measurement model. To get
around this problem, a technique that is frequently used is to extract high-level features
such as walls and corners in order to compute the respective Jacobians and the amount of
information available from the measurements. Nevertheless, feature extraction is difficult
in a generic environment, where there are often no clear distinct features such as walls and
corners, especially when there is a significant level of measurement noise.
Instead, to address the limitations of linearization, alternate forms of the Bayes fil-
ter have been developed. The Unscented Kalman Filter [6] is a recent extension of the
Kalman-filter family of algorithms, and seeks to improve upon the linearization technique
employed by the EKF by capturing the variability of observations and controls over a local
region about the prior mean. By being able to capture the non-linearities of the process and
measurement models, the UKF algorithm produces better localization performance for an
agent in an uncertain environment.
In this chapter, we show how the BRM algorithm can be extended to incorporate the
UKF localization technique. We first provide a description of the Unscented Kalman Filter
algorithm, before showing how the UKF can be used in place of the EKF in the BRM algo-
rithm. In particular, we show experimentally that despite the fact that the UKF covariance
propagation is directly coupled with the prior covariance at each update step, the error in-
duced in the transfer function from making the approximation of a constant prior is actually
small, implying that we can still apply the BRM framework to the UKF algorithm.
3.2 Unscented Kalman Filter
The Unscented Kalman Filter uses an alternative method for approximating the non-
linearities in the process and measurement models. Known as the unscented transform, it
avoids the linearization of the models through a Taylor series expansion, and hence is able
to address some of the limits of linearization. For an n-dimensional Gaussian distribution
with mean jp and covariance E, a set of 2n + 1 "sigma points" are deterministically chosen
Algorithm 4 The Unscented Kalman Filter algorithm
Require: Previous belief state At-1, Et-1, action ut, observation zt
1: Xt•_• (A_- 1 _ +-y/z-t--l •_ - -/V'77Yt-1)
2: Xt = g(ut, X_,)
3: Tt = (Ao wt - '
4: Yt = -- = Wc•,Di --Tt)(W,'t - jft) + RP
6: Zt = h(Xt)
7: it = n WmZt
8: St -- 0 w'(z - t)(Zi t - + Qt
10: Kt = •'FSt -111: t = + Kt(zt - it)
12: Et = Ct- KtStKt
13: return bel(pt, Et)
to represent the probability distribution, according to the following distribution:
Xo= iYt_m, (3.1)
Xt=At 1(+ (n+ A)E) , i=1,...,n (3.2)
Xt = t- 1 - (n + A)Et , i=n+1,...,2n (3.3)
where ((n + A) t is the ith column of the root of the matrix. Here, A =) -n,
and a and K are parameters that can be tuned to determine how far the sigma points are
spread from the mean. For our implementation, we fixed the values a = 0.1 and K = 0.
Given a probability distribution, the sigma points are therefore deterministic samples that
are used to represent the distribution. In addition, each sigma point X i has an associated
weight, w', that is used when computing the mean, and a slightly different one, w , that is
used for computing the covariance. Specifically,
wo = A (3.4)
wo = + (1 - a2 + 0) (3.5)w C n+ A
Wt = W , i = 1, 2,..., 2n (3.6)2(n + A)
Unsurprisingly, the mean and covariance weights respectively sum to 1, i.e. 0, we =
2n wm = 1. Here, the 3 parameter can be chosen to take into account additional, higher
order, knowledge of the distribution underlying the Gaussian representation. For our pur-
poses, we have assumed that the underlying distribution is also a Gaussian distribution, and
have fixed / = 2.
The UKF performs the state estimation, which includes both the process and measure-
ment update, by propagating these 2n + 1 sigma points through the relevant models to
capture the predicted mean and uncertainty after each step, thereby avoiding the lineariza-
tion process. Algorithm 4 formally presents the Unscented Kalman Filter algorithm. After
generating the sigma points from the prior distribution with equations (3.1)-(3.3), each of
the samples is propagated according to the non-linear process model
Xt = g(t, u), (3.7)
generating the process mean and covariance
2ni= ZWX t  (3.8)
i=O
2n
= (X - t)(t- -Yit) + Rt. (3.9)
i=o
Given the mean ETt and covariance Et after the process update, a new set of sigma points
is generated based on this new probability distribution, as shown in step 5 in Algorithm 4.
The sigma points are then propagated through the measurement update as follows
The = hobservation sigma points() (3.10)
The observation sigma points 2t are then used to compute the predicted observation it,
and the associated uncertainty matrix St is calculated according to
2n
it MZt  (3.11)
i=O
2n
= w Z -it)(T t - ýt) + Qt (3.12)
i=O
As in the EKF update, Qt represents the covariance matrix of the additive measurement
noise, and St is equivalent to HtEtH[T + Qt of the EKF algorithm, presented in step 3 of
Algorithm 2. As in all other Kalman-filter family algorithms, the Kalman gain Kt is then
computed, by first computing the cross-covariance Ct between the state and observations,
using the following equations:
2n
tXZ = E - -Et)(Yt  (3.13)
i=O
Kt = E ZSt - (3.14)
Recall that the Kalman gain Kt represents the degree to which the measurement should be
incorporated into the new mean estimate. We can therefore finally recover the posterior
mean and covariance from the updates with
Pt = ht + Kt(zt - it) (3.15)
Et = Et - KtStKt. (3.16)
The key advantage of the UKF formulation, especially in comparison to the EKF algorithm,
is that the process and measurement functions are not projected into the state space by a
linearization. Instead, the unscented transform computes the moments of the process and
measurement distributions directly in the state space. This not only allows the UKF to be
a derivative-free filter by avoiding the computation of the Jacobians, which can be difficult
in certain domains, but also allows the UKF to produce as good, if not better, results than
the EKF, because it is able to capture the distribution up to the second order accurately, in
contrast to the first order fidelity of the EKE
In addition, the asymptotic complexity of the UKF algorithm is the same as the EKF,
though it is found that the EKF is usually slightly faster than the UKF [26]. Finally, it has
also been found that because the sigma points are deterministically chosen to represent the
probability distribution with a Gaussian approximation, the UKF performs very well if the
underlying distribution is approximately Gaussian. However, if the actual belief is actually
highly non-Gaussian, then the UKF, despite being an improvement on the EKF, is still too
restrictive and will perform poorly.
3.3 Extending BRM to UKF
The UKF algorithm provides an attractive technique for our helicopter to localize itself
in a global environment, using only a laser range-finder sensor and inertial sensors for
localization. Instead of having to perform feature extraction from the laser scans in the
case of the EKF, we can directly simulate the laser measurements at each of the sigma
points so as to attain the Zt, it vectors, thereby creating the St and Kt matrices.
We would therefore like to apply the BRM algorithm to the situation where the UKF
localization technique is used. Recall that the BRM algorithm requires us to calculate the
transfer function (t for each pair of process and measurement update, and in the EKF form,
is expressed as
Co = IM G RG- (3.17)
L I M JtLG RG- T
To create the equivalent transfer function for the UKF, we first assume that the EKF
form of the process update, which requires calculating the Jacobian Gt of the control model
g(X, u) and the associated process noise Rt, is a valid approximation for the helicopter's
dynamics, and that the non-linearities inherent in the process model can be mitigated as
such. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for the measurement model, and we therefore
cannot find the Mt A HTQt-Ht matrix directly by calculating the Jacobian Ht of the mea-
surement model. Instead, we have to rely upon the UKF to find an equivalent form of the
Mt matrix, which represents the total amount of information provided by the measurement
Algorithm 5 Build BRM Graph using UKF updates
Require: Prior mean pt, covariance Et after process update, map C,
1: Calculate Gt, the Jacobian of the process model
2: Calculate Rt, the associated process noise
3: t =(T A•t +T /-t -t I- "rit)
4: Zt = h(Xt)
5: zt = wmZ
: t - i=O G RG-T
12: return (t
update at time t.
However, despite not having the Jacobian of the measurement model Ht, we can still
recover Mt from the UKF update by working in the information form and recovering the
information gained from the measurement zt. We recall from our discussion of the Ex-
tended Information Filter in Section (2.3.3) that the information gain from a measurement
update can be written as
Q = - t + MA (3.18)
Mt = Qt - at (3.19)
= -_ t-  (3.20)
= (t- KtStKt) -1 - Et'- 1  (3.21)
where the information matrix Qt = E 1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix. Therefore,
to pre-compute the M matrix for a path between two points, we can generate a prior co-
variance Et, and calculate the posterior covariance, Et, using step 12 of the UKF algorithm
(Algorithm 4). It is important to note that although the UKF algorithm is used for the cal-
culation of the Mt matrix, the UKF covariance update for calculating Et does not depend
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Figure 3-1: Comparison of trace of covariance from full UKF filtering with and trace of
covariance from one-step BRM-UKF transfer function
pily, we can therefore pre-compute the Mt matrices in an offline fashion, and furthermore
create a BRM graph that can be used for multiple re-queries. Algorithm 5 summarizes the
algorithm for building the BRM transfer function under the UKF formulation.
3.4 Theoretical Verification
We now provide experimental verification for some of the approximations made in the algo-
rithm presented in this chapter. Ultimately, for any given trajectory and initial conditions,
we require the BRM algorithm to return a covariance from the one-step transfer func-
tion that is identical to the resultant covariance if we had propagated the initial covariance
through each non-linear UKF update individually along the path. We therefore generated
a series of random trajectories and initial conditions and compared the resultant trace be-
tween the one-step BRM-UKF update with the full UKF update. As shown in Figure 3-1,
the trace of the covariances from the two methods are closely matched. Thus, even though
the M matrix is approximated in creating the one-step transfer function, the induced error
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Figure 3-2: Distribution of ratio of error induced by computing the M matrix for the one-
step transfer function using a constant prior.
remains low, and thus the one-step transfer function is a reasonable approximation even in
the case of the UKF.
Nevertheless, we do recognize that the calculation of the UKF form of the information
gain, Mt, does depend on the specific prior matrix Et. Thus, one may argue that the dif-
ferent choices of prior in Equation 3.21 may result in different one-step transfer functions,
making it incorrect for us to make the constant prior assumption. We therefore test this
accusation by comparing the trace of the full UKF covariance with the resultant trace of
the one-step update when we used different priors to calculate the M matrix. We conducted
a total of 7000 trials using 100 different priors and again randomized the trajectories and
initial conditions. We then compared the error in the trace of the one-step update with that
of the full UKF update. Figure 3-2 shows the results of the trials, and suggests that the
error induced from the approximation of the constant prior, regardless of what the constant
prior actually is, is small. The error induced in the one-step transfer function for using a
constant M is less than 2% with a significance of p = 0.955, indicating low sensitivity to
the choice of prior over a range of operating conditions.
___ ___
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown that the Belief Roadmap Algorithm can be extended to the
Unscented Kalman Filter localization algorithm, even though a closed form solution does
not exist. We have shown that just as in the original BRM algorithm, we can similarly
create the BRM-UKF transfer function by approximating the UKF measurement update





As we have described in Chapter 2, the BRM algorithm is an extension of the Probabilis-
tic Roadmap algorithm and therefore employs a sampling-based technique to represent the
configuration C space. In the original BRM algorithm presented in [4], the uniform sam-
pling strategy is employed to produce a set of nodes, from which a belief graph is built.
In this chapter, we present a new sampling strategy, the Sensor Uncertainty (SU) sampling
strategy, which seeks to sample Gaussian means only from the most useful portions of the
Cfree space to minimize the number of samples needed to express paths with low uncer-
tainty. We first describe the need for a more efficient sampling strategy, before presenting
the sensor uncertainty sampling algorithm. We then compare the performance of SU sam-
pling against a variety of other sampling strategies that are found in the literature.
4.2 BRM Sampling
The PRM algorithm, which is effectively the fully-observable form of the BRM, is widely
used for path-planning because it is able to represent the Cfree space of a given map very
efficiently. Few samples are needed to find a path from the start so to the goal Sg, although
the greater the number of samples used to probe the Cyree space, the higher the likelihood
that the path found will converge to the optimal path through the given environment.
Similarly, as the number of samples and the density of the graph grows, the BRM
path-planning algorithm will find increasingly low-covariance paths. By having a greater
number of edges to choose from the graph, a larger set of alternative paths from start to
goal can be generated, and the path with the least-covariance can then be chosen.
Unfortunately, as more samples are added to the graph, the density of the graph in-
creases, and the time cost incurred in building the graph will also grow. This is particularly
problematic for the BRM algorithm, especially in comparison to the PRM. The build phase
of the BRM has a complexity of O(lbd), while the PRM has a complexity of O(bd), where
I is the average length of the edges, b is the number of edges per node, and d is the search
depth of the graph. In addition, while the PRM only requires the simple addition of the
cost-to-go of a particular edge, the BRM incurs the computational cost of 1 EKF or UKF
updates for each additional edge in the map when building the BRM graph. Although this
is a constant multiplier to the computational cost of the algorithm, it nevertheless adds a
significant cost to the time incurred for the graph building process. We therefore seek to
minimize the size of the graph, without compromising the expected performance of the
computed path.
4.3 Sensor Uncertainty Field
In an ideal case, we would minimize the number of samples needed by only generating
samples that lie on the optimal path to the goal. Unfortunately, this would require know-
ing the optimal path beforehand, which then makes the path-planning problem redundant.
Despite not having prior knowledge of the optimal path, however, we can make inferences
based on the information we have available to choose samples that are more likely to be
used in an optimal path. Given that the BRM attempts to generate a path that minimizes
the expected uncertainty at the goal, we observe that vehicle poses that generate measure-
ments with high information of the vehicle's position relative to the environment is much
more likely to lie on the optimal path, as compared to vehicle poses that generate mea-
surements with little or no information. If we are able to bias our sampling more heavily
towards poses that provide greater expected information gain when the sensor measurement
is taken at that point, we should then have a graph that places nodes where we expect to
achieve the maximum localization accuracy for the vehicle.
This provides the motivation for our sampling strategy, which we call sensor uncer-
tainty sampling, drawing inspiration from the "Sensor Uncertainty Field" (SUF) first termed
by Takeda and Latombe in [27]. At every pose x in Cf,,re, the SUF is an estimate of the
uncertainty in the "sensed configuration" that the vehicle will experience, and is computed
by matching the expected data at x against the environment model. In our context, the
sensor uncertainty is similarly a mapping of location x to its expected information gain,
x -+ 1(x) [28], where locations with high information gain correspond to locations where
the expected sensor measurements at those locations would enable us to maximize the lo-
calization accuracy of the vehicle.
In the original SUF algorithm, the entire sensor uncertainty field is first generated and
used to find paths that minimize expected uncertainty [29]. Unfortunately, explicitly build-
ing this field is computationally expensive in practice. Instead, we simply sample from
this field to build the BRM graph, and thus gain the benefits of creating nodes in locations
which have high information gain, without having to explicitly build the sensor uncertainty
field.
Algorithm 6 Sensor Uncertainty Sampling Algorithm
Require: Map C, Number of samples N, Constant prior Po
1: while size of graph < N do
2: Sample a pose, cl, from C, with equal probability
3: if cl E Cfree then
4: Simulate expected sensor measurement, z, at c1
5: Generate sigma points, Xj, about cl according to constant prior Po, creating prior
distribution p(x)
6: Calculate information gain Z(x) = Po - H(p(zlx))
7: Normalize Z(x) such that 1(x) E [0, 1]




Algorithm 6 describes the sensor uncertainty sampling algorithm. We first sample from
C and test if it is in Cfree. The expected information gain associated with the sample is then
calculated by taking the difference in entropy of the prior and the posterior distributions
(after measurement z has been incorporated) [30],
Z(x) = H(p(x)) - H(p(xlz)) (4.1)
where entropy is H(p(x)) = - f p(x) log p(x). Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty
associated with a probability distribution, and the greater the entropy, the higher the associ-
ated uncertainty. Put another way, the information gain is a description of the reduction in
uncertainty from the initial probability distribution after the expected sensor measurement
is incorporated.
The sensor uncertainty sampling strategy is meant to operate directly with the BRM
algorithm to provide samples that capture the locations in Cfree that have the highest infor-
mation gain. Here, we recall that for our motivating problem of autonomous navigation and
control of a laser-equipped quadrotor helicopter, we are applying the UKF implementation
of the BRM algorithm, as described in Chapter 3. In particular, we showed in Section 3.4
and Figure 3-2 that the measure of the information gain, represented by the M matrix in the
BRM UKF algorithm, is statistically insensitive to the choice of prior. We have therefore
used a constant covariance prior p(x) = Eo as an approximation, such that H(p(x)) = Po.
In addition, to simulate the UKF localization process, we generate sigma points about
the sample according to the prior covariance oE. Finally, we use Bayes' rule to compute
p(x z) = p(z jx).p(x). These two modifications result in
Z(x) = Po - H(p(zjx)) (4.2)
where z = argmaxzp(zlx), and p(z x) is calculated according to the UKF algorithm.
This is done by simulating the sensor measurement at the sample's location and finding the
probability of the observing the sensor measurement at each of the sigma points. In general,
the lower the probability of observation at the neighboring sigma points, the smaller the
entropy of the posterior distribution, and therefore the greater the information gain.
Finally, we normalize the information gains I so that it lies in the range [0,1] by divid-
ing by Po. This is done because although we want to bias our sampling to locations with
high information gain, we similarly want to ensure that we have sufficiently represented the
Cfree space so that a path can always be found regardless of the start so and s, locations.
By treating the information gain as a probability term between 0 and 1, we can then use it





Figure 4-1: Sample map of Sensor Uncertainty Field. The darker pixels indicate regions
with greater information gain
Figure 4-1 shows the sensor uncertainty field for a sample map - the parking garage of
MIT's Stata Center. The textured structures indicate the parking garage pillars and stair-
well (top right). To create the sensor uncertainty field, Equation (4.2) is evaluated at each
location (x, y) in Cfree for a fixed height and attitude, and we have assumed the use of a
laser sensor with 4m range. The pixel intensity corresponds to the information gain, where
darker pixels indicate locations which are expected to produce greater information gain.
For instance, in Figure 4-1, the region in the center region of the map, which is bounded
by four pillars and stairwell, is a region of very high information gain because the sen-
sor measurements are very different for each sample, and thus the entropy of the posterior
distribution is very small. Similarly, locations where the associated sensor measurement
detects more than one obstacle in the map tend to have higher information gain compared
to those that just encounter one obstacle.
To create Figure 4-1, the sensor uncertainty field for every (x, y) coordinate in the map
had to be computed. For most purposes, however, computing the field for realistic domains
is impractical, and this diagram is shown here only to illustrate the concept. Instead, we
observe that the computation of the information gain associated with each location is in-
dependent of the information gain of other locations in the map. We can therefore draw
samples randomly from Cfree and accept them based on their respective information gains.
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(a) Sensor Uncertainty Sampling (b) Uniform Sampling
Figure 4-2: Distribution of samples using different sampling strategies. 1500 samples were
used
Figure 4-2(a) shows the samples drawn according to the sensor uncertainty. Observe
3 .
3 3 3+
that the sampling density is highest in the same region as the dark region in Figure 4-1 (cen-
ter of map), and is lowest when far from any environmental structure, which consequently
provides little or no localization information. For comparison, 4-2(b) shows the samples
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Figure 4-3: Paths generated by different sampling strategies. 500 samples were used
The difference in sampling strategies can result in different paths and correspondingly
different resultant uncertainties. Figure 4-3 shows a comparison of the paths generated by
the sensor uncertainty sampling in comparison to uniform sampling, for the same start and
goal locations. The paths created by sensor uncertainty sampling tend to stay in regions
with high information gain, since the samples were probabilistically chosen based on the
amount of information gain each was expected to provide. In contrast, while the BRM-
uniform sampling strategy also attempts to find such a low-uncertainty path, the lack of
samples in the regions with high information gain results in a path with higher uncertainty






















4.4 Comparison with other sampling techniques
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the Sensor Uncertainty sampling strategy, we com-
pared it with other sampling strategies that have gained popularity in the literature. Al-
though these algorithms have been proposed to improve the performance of the PRM al-
gorithm, they can nevertheless be used to test the performance of the sensor uncertainty
strategy in the BRM context. In this section, we first describe four sampling strategies
(Uniform, Gaussian, Bridge, Medial Axis), before reporting the results of the BRM path-
planning when using each of these strategies.
Algorithm 7 Uniform Sampling Algorithm
Require: Map C, Number of samples N,
1: while size of graph < N do
2: Sample a pose, c1, from C, with equal probability
3: if cl E Cfree then





As mentioned, uniform sampling is the most basic sampling strategy used by the major-
ity of the sampling-based techniques, including the original PRM and BRM algorithms.
Algorithm 7 formally describes the uniform sampling algorithm. This algorithm does not
leverage any unique features of the map, and instead merely samples the Cspace with equal
probability to determine if it falls in Cfree, so that it can be traversed by the agent. Sam-
ples that are in the Cfre of the map are then added to the graph. By employing a simple
collision-check function, the uniform sampling strategy is a very efficient means of ob-
taining the general connectivity of a given map. Figure 4-2(b) shows an example of the
samples generated using this sampling method, while 4-3(b) illustrates a minimum cost
path generated when the BRM algorithm is applied.
4.4.2 Gaussian Sampling
Unfortunately, a significant limitation of the uniform sampling strategy is that it often fails
to represent important regions in the Cfree space due to its naive approach towards sampling
the given environment. For instance, difficult regions such as narrow corridors and areas
around obstacles may not be sampled unless a large number of samples are used, which
then incurs a large computation cost. This is especially problematic because often the
optimal path does traverse through these particular regions. The configuration space should
therefore be sampled in a non-uniform manner.
In this direction, Boor et al. [31] present a Gaussian sampling strategy that attempts to
give a better coverage of the difficult parts of the free configuration space, especially those
areas that that are close to obstacles. The underlying principle is that clutted areas should
get many more samples than open area, not only because the chance that samples in those
areas lie in Cfree is smaller, but also that the motion planning problem through these areas
is more difficult.
Algorithm 8 Gaussian Sampling Algorithm
Require: Map C, Number of samples N, Gaussian width a
1: while size of graph < N do
2: Sample a pose, cl, from C
3: Choose a distance, d, according to a normal distribution with parameters p, a
4: Calculate pose, c2, at distance d from cl
5: if Cl E Cfree and c2  f Cfree then
6: add c1 to the graph
7: else if c2 E Cfree and cl ý Cfree then






The Gaussian sampling strategy is inspired from the concept of Gaussian blurring, a
technique widely used in image processing. This idea is to add a sample that is in Cfree to
the graph only if an obstacle is close to it, according to a normal distribution. Algorithm 8
formally presents the Gaussian sampling algorithm. The algorithm first uniformly samples
the C space to obtain a sample, cl, regardless of whether it is in Cfree or Cobs. A distance
value, d, is then chosen according to a normal distribution, and a second sample, c2 , is
found by finding the location d distance away from cl, in the direction of c1,o. The two
samples are then tested to determine if they belong to Cfree or Cob,; if the samples are in
separate subspaces of the C space, the sample that is in Cfree is then added to the graph. For
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Figure 4-4: Samples generated from Gaussian Sampling
4.4.3 Bridge Sampling
A different algorithm is proposed to address the problem encountered by the uniform
sampling strategy of not being able to represent narrow passages of a given environment.
Because of the narrow width of the passages, not only do most of the samples in this region
fall in Cobs and are therefore not represented in the graph, but these passages are often on
the optimal path in the path-planning problem, especially in the deterministic case. It is
Algorithm 9 Bridge Sampling Algorithm
Require: Map C, Number of samples N, Gaussian width a
1: while size of graph < N do
2: Sample a pose, cl, from C
3: if cl 4 Cfree then
4: Choose a point, c2, according to a normal distribution with mean cl and standard
deviation a
5: if c2 f Cfree then
6: Choose the point, p, that is the midpoint of the segment c1 C2
7: if p E Cfree then






therefore necessary to develop strategies that are biased towards finding paths in narrow
passages.
To address this problem, the bridge test for sampling narrow passages was developed
by Hsu et al. [32]. The key idea is to only add a sample to the graph when it is found
to be between two obstacles. Algorithm 9 presents the bridge sampling algorithm. Two
samples, cl and c2, are first sampled from the map environment, with c2 being drawn from
a normal distribution with mean cl and a given variance a. If both the samples are found to
be in Cobs, the midpoint between the two samples is then generated and tested for collisions.
This midpoint is then added into the graph if it is in Cfree. Figure 4-5 shows the samples
generated using this strategy.
4.4.4 Medial Axis Sampling
Finally, we present the medial axis sampling strategy, proposed by Wilmarth et al. [33].
This sampling technique seeks to address the same problem as the bridge test, to aid the
planner to find paths that will pass through narrow passages. Here, the medial axis is the
set of lines in Cfree of the map that is equidistant to its two nearest obstacles, and is a one-
dimensional graph-like structure that can also be used as a roadmap. However, the medial
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Figure 4-5: Samples generated by Bridge sampling
represent the medial axis of the free space without actually explicitly calculating the medial
axis of a given environment. This is done by retracting any point that is sampled in C in the
direction of its medial axis.
Algorithm 10 formally presents the medial axis sampling strategy. In each step of the
algorithm, a sample cl, is first uniformly generated, and the location of the nearest point to
cl that is on the edge of an obstacle, c2 , is found. The vector connecting the two samples is
then stored, and the original sample c1 is tested for collision. Whether cl is in Cob8 or Cfree
determines if we should move towards or away from c2 towards the medial axis. By using
bisection, a sample on the medial axis can thus be easily obtained. Figure 4-6 shows the
samples generated from the medial axis sampling strategy.
Algorithm 10 Medial Axis Sampling Algorithm
Require: Map C, Number of samples N
1: while size of graph < N do
2: Sample a pose, cl, from C
3: Find nearest point, c2, which lies on an obstacle boundary
4: if cl Cfree then
5: Calculate the vector c2c1, and choose cl as the start point, s
6: else
7: Calculate the vector clc2, and choose c2 as the start point, s
8: end if
9: Use bisection to move s in the direction of v until c2 is no longer the unique point
on an obstacle that is the closest point to s





To test the different sampling strategies, we first generated a variety of different map en-
vironments. In each of these maps, we then chose a variety of different start and goal
locations for the algorithm to plan a path, with the start and goal nodes have a fixed mini-
mum distance. For each set of given conditions, we then ran each of the sampling strategies
separately, before running the BRM graph build and graph search processes on each set of
samples that were returned by the sampling strategies. A range of sample sizes was used
to analyze how the performance of each sampling strategy varied as the map environment
became more densely represented, and each of these runs was repeated 10 times before
averaging the results. We then evaluated the performance of each strategy by comparing
the estimated cost of the optimal path, the ability for the algorithm to find a feasible path,
and the time taken for the search.
4.5.2 Results and Evaluation
We ran the different sampling strategies on 3 separate map environments and 10 sets of ini-
tial conditions in total. In this section, we present the results from a set of initial conditions,
Figure 4-6: Samples generated by Medial sampling algorithm
which we have observed to produce results that are representative of the results in many of
the other trials that we conducted.
Figure 4-7 shows the average expected trace of the vehicle's covariance matrix at the
goal location for the different sampling strategies, and over a range of sample sizes. In
general, the Bridge and Medial Axis sampling strategies tend to fare poorly in finding a
good path for the agent to traverse, and the agent tends to reach the goal with large uncer-
tainty in its position in the environment. On the other hand, the remaining three sampling
strategies - Sensor Uncertainty sampling, Uniform sampling and Gaussian sampling -
all appear to have reasonably similar performance, at least in terms of their average traces
of the covariance matrices at the goal location.
To compare the three sampling strategies in greater detail, we zoomed in on the smaller
region that focuses only on the three strategies, and plotted the associated error bars indicat-
ing one standard deviation from the mean. As Figure 4-8 suggests, the Uniform sampling
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Figure 4-7: Average covariance trace for different sampling strategies over range of sample
sizes
strategies, whose difference appears to be statistically insignificant. Here, we note that
there is still significant noise in this set of results due to the randomized nature of any sam-
pling strategy. While we could perform a larger number of trials to make a more conclusive
statement, we also observe that similar trends have been obtained in the other trials when
different initial conditions have been used.
The data suggests that the Gaussian and SU sampling strategies do equally well in
generating paths that result in low uncertainty at the goal, and that both take approximately
the same number of samples to find paths with low covariances. This can be explained by
the fact that the Gaussian sampling strategy biases the samples to regions that are close to
obstacles in the environment, and because these obstacles are the very same features that
provide the sensor with information of the agent's location in the environment, the samples
of both strategies tend to be biased towards the same regions. Furthermore, the nature of
our sensor in question, the Hokuyo laser rangefinder, reduces the distinction between the
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Figure 4-8: Comparison of SU sampling, Uniform sampling and Gaussian sampling strate-
gies: Average trace with error bars
we have assumed that the Hokuyo laser rangefinder has a large 2400 field-of-view, the fact
that the Gaussian sampling strategy ignored the expected information gain when sampling
in the yaw angle becomes less significant. We believe that if we instead extend the BRM to
other sensor models such as cameras, which have a significantly reduced field-of-view, or if
we include sampling in the roll and pitch axes, we will then witness a noticeable difference
between the two sampling strategies.
However, while the resultant covariances of the SU and Gaussian sampling strategies
may be similar if a path is found, the data suggests that the SU sampling strategy tends to
find a path more often when only a small number of samples are used. Figure 4-9 shows the
number of feasible paths that were found by each sampling strategy out of 10 trials, over
a range of different sample sizes. The figure does suggest that the SU sampling strategy
tends to perform slightly better in generating feasible paths at low sample sizes, though









Figure 4-9: Comparison of sampling strategies: Number of feasible paths found out of 10
trials
Finally, we compared the time complexity of each of the algorithms by calculating the
amount of time taken by each of the sampling strategies to generate the requisite number of
samples. Figure 4-10 shows the distribution of time taken over a range of different sample
size, and unsurprisingly, the amount of time taken to sample for all the sampling strategies
grows linearly with the number of samples. Furthermore, the graph suggests that while the
SU sampling strategy takes a longer time than the uniform and Gaussian sampling strate-
gies, it is not the most computationally intensive sampling strategy. In addition, the total
amount of time to perform the sampling (less than 1 second for 2000 samples), suggests
that the additional calculation of the information gain in the SU sampling strategy is not a
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Figure 4-10: Comparison of sampling strategies: Time taken to generate samples
4.6 Conclusion
Sampling-based approaches to path-planning have been popular in the literature because
they allow us to represent the feasible space of an environment very efficiently. In general,
the sampling strategies that we have discussed in this chapter have all attempted to rep-
resent particular aspects of the map, and are suited to the particular applications that they
have been designed for. In this regard, the Sensor Uncertainty sampling strategy that we
have proposed in this chapter has attempted to leverage off the notion that for the Belief
Roadmap Algorithm, we would like to plan paths through regions where we can maximize
the amount of information available. We have therefore developed an information-based
sampling strategy that enables us to generate minimum-cost paths without having to incur












Algorithms are meaningless if they cannot actually be used in the real world. In this chap-
ter, we detail the efforts that we have made towards implementing the algorithms described
in previous chapters on an actual helicopter robotics platform. In particular, we describe
the steps involved in developing a quadrotor helicopter, equipped with a Hokuyo laser
rangefinder sensor, to navigate autonomously in an indoor environment. We first describe
the key hardware components used in building the system, as well as the software architec-
ture that was developed for achieving autonomous navigation. Finally, we conclude with
some results of experiments testing the helicopter's ability to execute the trajectories com-
puted by the different planning algorithms, thereby illustrating the difference in navigation
performance that can be achieved when uncertainty is taken into account during planning.
5.2 Hardware
We used numerous pieces of hardware for achieving autonomous navigation in a 3-dimensional
environment, including an Ascending Technologies Quadrotor helicopter, a Hokuyo laser
range-finder sensor, and an Intel Research Labs iMote2 wireless sensor node platform. We
describe each of these in turn.
Figure 5-1: AscTec Hummingbird, developed by Ascending Technologies GmbH
5.2.1 Helicopter
Figure 5-1 shows the helicopter platform that was used for our experiments - the AscTec
Hummingbird. Quadrotors have proven to be an increasingly attractive rotary-wing con-
cept, especially at the micro aerial vehicle (MAV) scale. This is not only because they
provide significantly more stability than conventional tail-rotor helicopters, but they can
also provide large amounts of thrust at small scales to carry non-trivial payloads. For in-
stance, our quadrotor helicopter, designed and manufactured by Ascending Technologies
GmbH [2], has a small form factor of less than 53cm in any dimension, but is still able to
carry payloads of 200g for up to 12 minutes. Without any payload, the quadrotor helicopter
is able to stay airborne for up to 25 minutes. The vehicle's small size makes it an ideal
candidate for operating in an indoor environment, and if we can achieve relatively accurate
control of the helicopter, we will be able to make it navigate through doors and other indoor
structures.
The quadrotor helicopter is powered by four brushless motors, each of which is at-
tached to a single propeller. By having two propellers each rotating in opposite directions,
the quadrotor is able to provide thrust to the vehicle while causing only minimal torque.
This helicopter platform by Ascending Technologies is also equipped with onboard atti-
tude stabilization, actively canceling out any rotation in the roll and pitch axes caused by
the vehicle dynamics. This stabilization is accomplished by performing sensor and data
fusion locally onboard the helicopter at a rate of 1Khz, thereby providing a stable plat-
form upon which we can perform autonomous path-planning and test the effectiveness of
our algorithms. In addition, the onboard attitude stabilization enables us to use a simple
PD controller to stabilize the dynamics of our helicopter and enable it to hover in a fixed
position. With four different control signals (yaw, pitch and roll angles, and thrust), we are
able to control the three translational axes and heading of the vehicle relatively easily once
the pitch and roll angles are constrained to level flight. This means that we have full control
authority of the vehicle and can therefore ignore most of the vehicle's dynamics. So long
as we are not planning to perform fancy acrobatics onboard the helicopter, the quadrotor
platform is a robust system that can be approximated as a holonomic robot, allowing us to
treat the problem as a kinematic motion planning problem.
Despite the stability of the platform, however, it should still be emphasized that the
control problem for a quadrotor helicopter is substantially more challenging than that of a
ground robot. A helicopter requires constant control input just to achieve basic hovering
capability, in contrast to a ground robot that can stay in a fixed position to try and relocalize
itself if it is lost. In the context of our research problem, there is therefore a greater need
for accurate, real-time and robust estimates of the helicopter's state for effective localiza-
tion and control. This underscores the need for us to plan trajectories that minimizes the
expected uncertainty of the vehicle.
Traditionally, the control inputs for the helicopter are sent via a 72Mhz RC radio trans-
mitter that is operated by a human pilot. However, because we are seeking a fully au-
tonomous helicopter, we modified the communication protocol slightly for the helicopter
to receive control inputs from the base station via a 2.4Ghz Zigbee datalink. This datalink
is also used by the helicopter to send sensor information, such as acceleration and iner-
tial measurement unit (IMU) information, back to the base station for state estimation and
feedback.
Figure 5-2: (a) Hokuyo Laser rangefinder and (b) Sample laser range scan
5.2.2 Laser Range-finder
The quadrotor's 200g payload capability enables us to mount a Hokuyo laser rangefinder
sensor on the frame of the helicopter, giving local sensor information of the helicopter's
immediate surroundings. The Hokuyo laser rangefinder sensor has a planar field-of-view
of 240' and can sense obstacles in its environment up to a range of 4m. Figure 5-2 shows
the Hokuyo laser rangefinder sensor and a sample range scan return.
The laser is mounted in the X-Y plane of the helicopter, providing information of ob-
stacles in the helicopter's surroundings that are approximately at the same height as the
helicopter. In addition, we obtained information of the helicopter's current height by modi-
fying the laser with an optical prism to redirect 20 ° of the helicopter's field-of-view down-
ward, thus providing a small set of range measurements in the (downward) z direction (see
Figure 1.2). In reality, we observe that these re-directed downward laser measurements
have a maximum range of 1.5m, because the redirection causes a significant power loss
in the range scan. Furthermore, the measurement of the ground plane is also relatively
noisy, although sufficient for closed-loop altitude control. With a single laser range scan,
the helicopter therefore obtains information of its position, orientation and altitude relative
to obstacles and features in the environment.
To transmit the laser data to the base station for processing and state estimation, we
make use of the Intel iMote2 sensor node package, kindly donated by Intel Labs Seattle and
the University of Washington, as an onboard processor with wireless Bluetooth capability.
In our current setup, the iMote2 merely acts as a router to transmit the laser data from a
USB datalink into Bluetooth packets, before transmitting these packets to the base station
wirelessly for post-processing and state estimation. Nevertheless, the iMote2 does have
computational processing power that can be harnessed, and hence in the near future, we
hope to extend this research further by centralizing computation onboard the helicopter,
thereby creating a completely independent platform for autonomous 3-D path-planning
and navigation.
5.3 Software
Having described the necessary hardware used in this research, we next turn to the software
architecture that we employed to equip the helicopter with the capability to perform path-
planning and navigation autonomously.
As a starting point, we developed most of our software by building upon the CARMEN
Robotics Toolkit,1 an open-source collection of software frequently used in mobile robot
control. The open-source package not only provides a convenient code base of basic robotic
navigation and planning capabilities that was used for further development, but its modular
approach to software coding also makes the entire system relatively robust against isolated
hardware failures.
5.3.1 Software Architecture
Figure 5-3 describes the software architecture employed in achieving autonomous control
and path-planning of the helicopter. Because we desire to solely rely on local sensors
that are onboard the helicopter, data is constantly streamed from the quadrotor to the base
station and used for state estimation. This data comes in two forms - Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) data from the vehicle, as well as the laser range scans from the Hokuyo laser
1CARMEN. http://carmen.sourceforge.net/home.html
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Figure 5-3: Software architecture for autonomous control of quadrotor helicopter
range-finder sensor mounted on top of the helicopter. The IMU data contains both raw
and processed measurements, information on the vehicle's translational acceleration, its
angular velocity, as well as an estimate of its current pitch and roll rotation angles (which
the vehicle uses for onboard attitude stabilization). This data is streamed to the base station
via the 2.4Ghz Zigbee Pro datalink, and updates at approximately 15hz. Similarly, the
laser range scans from the Hokuyo laser sensor are streamed through the iMote2 and sent
to the base station via Bluetooth datalink. Due to the bandwidth limitations of the Bluetooth
communication interface, we downsampled the laser by a factor of two to reduce the size
of the data packets, whilst still retaining the same field-of-view and the 10hz update rate.
5.3.2 State Estimation
The streamed data from the helicopter is first used by a particle filter to estimate the heli-
copter's position relative to a given map environment. The altitude data from the IMU is
used to determine the orientation of the plane within which the laser range scans should
be projected in, and by comparing the projected laser range scans with the given map, the
likelihood that the helicopter is at a particular pose in the map can be computed. This gives
each particle, which represents an x, y, z and yaw estimate of the helicopter's position, an
associated weight that is then used for subsequent resampling, as well as for calculating the
mean estimate of the helicopter's position at every instant in time.
It is worth recognizing here that by using the particle filter to perform part of the state
estimation, we are employing a different localization technique from those assumed in
the Belief Roadmap Algorithm, such as the Extended Kalman Filter (Chapter 2) and the
Unscented Kalman Filter (Chapter 3). This choice was made because we found that while
the UKF is an effective technique for localizing in many environments using a laser range-
finder sensor, there are nevertheless instances when the UKF would diverge. In contrast, the
particle filter was found to provide good estimates of the helicopter's position, especially
when there were significant non-linearities in the measurement model. Nevertheless, the
Kalman filter family of algorithms provide nice parametric representations of the control
and measurement updates during the localization process, and hence allows us to estimate
the covariance propagations in an efficient manner, as per the BRM. We therefore believe
that it is reasonable to implement a different localization technique onboard the helicopter
from the one used in the BRM, although we hope to perform more analysis in the near
future to fully understand the conditions under which the UKF fails, and why this is so
from the theoretical standpoint.
The position estimate of the helicopter is then sent to a state estimator, which is re-
quired to estimate both the position and velocity of the helicopter so that PD control can
be applied in each of the translational axes, as well as the yaw rotation axis. Here, we
found experimentally that while the laser particle filter estimate provides good estimates of
the helicopter's position, the inherent noise in the estimates often produces high frequency
noise that makes the extraction of accurate velocity from the laser estimates alone difficult.
On the other hand, we do have data from accelerometers, which provide translational ac-
celerations that can be integrated to recover the translational velocities. However, using
accelerometers to recover velocities encounters a different problem - a low frequency noise
often exists in the measurements, which results in a wind-up of the velocity estimates over
time.
A widely used technique to avoid this problem has been to leverage on the complemen-
tary characteristics of the two measurement sources. By incorporating both types of sensor
data in a data-fusion filter such as the complementary filter or the Kalman filter [23], both
the low and high frequency noise can be filtered away to obtain a more accurate velocity
estimate. This step is performed in the state estimator, and outputs a filtered estimate of the
helicopter's position and velocity estimate in the global environment. 2
5.3.3 Controller
This state estimate is used as a means of feedback for control the helicopter to follow a
particular trajectory. Given a map .M, a start so and goal sg position, the lowest final
variance path is pre-computed by the BRM pathplanner and fed to the controller. At every
time step, the controller therefore takes in a state estimate and uses a PD control, based
on a set of finely tuned PD gains, to determine the required control actions that should
be transmitted to the helicopter. The controller is therefore effectively trying to hover the
helicopter above a point on the trajectory, though this point moves along the trajectory at a
certain desired speed.
The final software component that is used to close the measurement-localization-control
loop for the helicopter is the communication interface between the base station and the
helicopter. This interface transmits and receives the different data packets for wireless
control of the vehicle. In addition, it also takes in user input via the joystick, thereby acting
as the overarching safety switch in an emergency. The joystick enables the user to take over
2We had developed a Kalman Filter to augment the state estimation in the velocity domain, but at the time
of this thesis submission, we ended up being able to obtain relatively accurate velocity estimates from the
laser data alone, and hence decided upon using the accelerometers data only for future work.
Figure 5-4: Quadrotor helicopter performing autonomous hovering, relying on local sen-
sors for state estimate.
full control of the helicopter at any point in time, and also to control only particular axes
if desired. The control messages are then sent to the helicopter via the Zigbee datalink at
approximately 15hz.
Figure 5-4 shows our autonomous helicopter in action. The vehicle attempts to hover
over a particular position, constantly using the state estimates to correct its control actions.
5.4 Experiments
Finally, we present some results of the helicopter's performance when different path-planning
algorithms are implemented. Here, we seek to demonstrate that planning algorithms that
take into account uncertainty when planning a trajectory will result in measurably better
performance when implemented on an actual helicopter platform.
Figure 5-5 shows a bird's eye view of an example indoor environment that was used to
compare the algorithms. Here, the BRM algorithm, using the UKF localization formulation
and the sensor uncertainty sampling strategy, shown in Figure 5-5(a), is compared with the
PRM algorithm that uses the uniform sampling strategy to sample the configuration space,
shown in Figure 5-5(b).
The green line shows the helicopter's position estimate from the laser sensor measure-
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Figure 5-5: Localization performance of helicopter executing different path-planning algo-
rithms with different sampling strategies.
true path of the helicopter that was obtained using a motion capture system. The helicopter
is required to plan a path from the starting position to the end goal, and must localize itself
using the laser sensor while executing the trajectory. For the experiments, we first plan
a path for the helicopter using each algorithm. We then attempt to fly the helicopter au-
tonomously through the environment using the planned trajectories, and determine if the
helicopter is able to successfully reach the end goal by maintaining accurate localization.
The performance of each algorithm is determined by comparing the laser-localized state
estimate against the ground truth of the vehicle, as captured by a motion capture system.
Figure 5-5(a) shows an example trajectory generated by the traditional PRM planner,
which finds a direct path from the start point to the goal location. Because this plan ignores
the helicopter's need for sensor information to localize itself, the helicopter gets lost while
in flight, incurring a position estimation error of at least 3.6m and falsely believing that
it is still in the center of the environment when it has already flown to the left. This lo-
calization failure eventually causes the helicopter to crash into the left wall, thereby again
underscoring the need for accurate and consistent state estimates for effective control of the
quadrotor helicopter.
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ables the helicopter to stay well-localized, incurring a position estimation error of only
.17m, as shown in Figure 5-5(b). The helicopter achieves this by detouring from the short-
est path toward areas of high sensor information, successfully reaching its desired goal
with high certainty. This demonstrates that the BRM trajectory leads to measurably more
accurate performance.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown that not only do we have an algorithm that enables us to plan
efficiently in belief space, but that this algorithm can be implemented onboard an actual
robotics platform to achieve autonomous path-planning and control, while relying solely
on sensors that are local to the helicopter platform. We have also shown experimentally
that the BRM algorithm can be used for planning paths for a helicopter to autonomously
navigate a given environment. Finally, we believe that in the near future, we will be able to
centralize the system entirely onboard the quadrotor helicopter, so that we can develop an





We began this thesis with the motivating problem of achieving autonomous path-planning,
navigation and control of a quadrotor helicopter in a GPS-denied environment. Due to the
lack of external sensors that can provide accurate information of the helicopter's position
in a global environment, the helicopter must rely only on local, onboard sensors, such as
the Hokuyo laser rangefinder sensor and an IMU for information of its position relative to a
given map. Unfortunately, because the laser only has a limited range and field-of-view, it is
possible for the helicopter to lose track of its own position in some parts of the environment.
Nevertheless, we have shown in this thesis that the Belief Roadmap Algorithm [4] can
be applied to our problem to plan trajectories through the environment by incorporating a
predictive model of sensing, thereby allowing the planner to plan paths that will minimize
the likelihood of the vehicle getting lost and maximizing the probability of the vehicle being
able to reach its goal. We have shown that while the original BRM algorithm utilizes the
symplectic form of the Extended Kalman Filter to perform covariance propagation along a
path very efficiently, the algorithm can similarly be extended to use the Unscented Kalman
Filter algorithm. Furthermore, we have proposed an information-based sampling strategy
that attempts to sample a given map in regions where good paths are expected to be found.
By choosing an appropriate sampling algorithm, the BRM is therefore able to find better
trajectories with fewer samples than if it had used a naive uniform sampling strategy.
Finally, we have demonstrated that the BRM algorithm can be implemented onboard
our quadrotor helicopter, enabling it to execute a trajectory from a given start to goal with-
out getting lost.
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work
The techniques that have been developed in this thesis, as well as the results that have
been presented, have revealed many new areas for future research, which we hope for the
opportunity to explore further in the near future. Our suggestions for future work can be
broadly classified into two categories - further extensions to the Belief Roadmap algorithm,
as well as to achieve greater autonomy, robustness and control of our quadrotor helicopter.
6.2.1 Extensions to the Belief Roadmap Algorithm
We believe that the Belief Roadmap algorithm holds significant promise of being an ef-
ficient method for planning in belief space, which thus far has remained a challenging
problem due to the computational issues involved. In particular, we would like to extend
the work further in the following ways:
1. Alternative cost functions: In the current implementation of the BRM, the cost
function seeks to minimize the vehicle's uncertainty at the goal after navigating a
particular trajectory. There are, however, other objective functions that could be used
depending on the issue of concern. For example, if we are interested in reducing the
likelihood of not getting lost along the trajectory, our objective function could instead
be to minimize the maximum uncertainty encountered along the path. Alternatively,
if we want to avoid the risk of collisions, we could add the additional constraint
that the covariance ellipse must not intersect with any of the known obstacles in the
environment.
2. Additional sensor models: Given the form of the BRM transfer function, the BRM
algorithm is dependent on the type of sensors used for localization. To date, the BRM
algorithm has been effectively applied to both ultra-wideband and laser rangefinder
sensor models. With the increasing prevalence of other sensors such as miniature
cameras and the introduction of new systems such as the SwissRanger range imaging
camera, it would be meaningful to test if the BRM can similarly be applied to these
sensor models as well.
3. Search heuristic: Thus far in the research, we have used the breadth-first search
strategy in the BRM algorithm to search through the graph of mean poses. This was
done to ensure that we will find the path in the graph that maximizes our objective
function. However, it is possible that more efficient search strategies for searching
the belief graph exist. For instance, if we can devise an admissible heuristic for the
cost function, we could then employ the more efficient A* search strategy.
4. Extend BRM to planning in uncertain maps: The problem statement in this thesis
assumes the knowledge of an accurate map of the environment. However, it may be
possible to extend the BRM to perform path-planning and exploration in environ-
ments where the map is not known a priori, i.e., to operate in the context of SLAM.
Given the ability of the BRM algorithm to perform efficient covariance propagation
using the transfer function, we believe that the BRM could be adapted to execute
information-based exploration that maximizes both the information obtained about
the map and the localization ability of the vehicle.
6.2.2 Greater autonomous control of quadrotor helicopter
In this research, we have achieved autonomous control of our quadrotor helicopter, and
have demonstrated its ability to navigate a path planned by the BRM. Nevertheless, there
are a number of improvements we would like to make to enhance both the quality and
robustness of the helicopter's autonomy capability.
1. State estimation: As described in Chapter 5, both the position and velocity state
estimates of the helicopter were obtained by matching the orientation data and laser
range scans to a given map. Unfortunately, attempting to obtain the velocity data
by differentiating the laser position estimates yields noisy velocity estimates, which
then affect the quality of the control. Instead, we observe that velocity estimates
can actually be obtained independently from the map by simply comparing between
successive laser range scans to obtain the relative change in position over time. Al-
though this adds an additional filtering level to the software architecture, we believe
that it may yield better velocity estimates for higher quality control.
2. Helicopter model: Throughout this research, we have assumed a naive model of our
helicopter, based purely on our intuition obtained from flying the vehicle manually. A
natural extension of this research is therefore to create a more representative model of
the helicopter using system identification techniques. This will not only give us with
a better model to obtain the control update equations for localization and the BRM
algorithm, but will also allow us to attempt more complicated control maneuvers and
trajectories in future.
3. Characterizing the UKF: While carrying out the experiments onboard the heli-
copter, we noticed that while the Unscented Kalman Filter localizes the helicopter
effectively in many environments, it nevertheless diverges in some environments,
hence resulting in our use of the particle filter for online localization. We would
therefore like to understand the Unscented Kalman Filter further, and be able to char-
acterize exactly under what conditions does the filter fail in localization.
4. Onboard computation: Finally, we hope in the near future to leverage the compu-
tational capabilities onboard the helicopter, both on the iMote2 and the helicopter's
X-3D high-level processor, to centralize all autonomous functionalities onboard the
helicopter, thereby closing the loop internally and avoiding the need for a base sta-
tion. This will allow us to avoid bandwidth issues inherent in our wireless communi-
cations.
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